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SUMMARY 

Mexican common property community forestry and community forest enterprises (CFEs) have several 
unusual features which make it an important global model for emerging community forest regimes 
elsewhere in the world.  It is a massive, state-directed common property regime (CPR),  it has hundreds 
of CFEs producing timber for commercial markets, and some CFEs are internationally competitive.  
Contemprary CPRs have been characterized as those that have “endured” and those that have 
“emerged” but Mexico is neither.  What is emerging in Mexico is what can be thought of as the 
“second stage” of what CPRs can lead to in terms of the eretion of CFEs on a common property base.  
Mexican CFEs are dependent on the key natural asset of the forest and have used it to build substantial 
community assets, although the impact on household level assets is less well known.  Mexican CFEs 
also display a wide variety of institutional arrangements governing the stocks and flows of the forest 
CPR and have unique sets of management problems, which are analyzed in this paper.  CFEs are also 
shown to be highly profitable and all levels of vertical integration and deliver a wide range of economic 
and social benefits to their communities in the form capital investment, social investment, and profit-
sharing. 
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AN OVERVIEW OF THE MEXICAN COMMUNITY FOREST ENTERPRISE 
SECTOR 

Mexican common property community forestry and community forest enterprises 
(CFEs) have several unusual features that make them an important global model for 
emerging community forest regimes elsewhere in the world.  Mexican community 
forestry is unusual for three major reasons: 1) the history and characteristics of the 
common property regime on which it is mounted, 2) the magnitude of the sector, with 
hundreds of CFEs producing timber for commercial markets along with non-timber 
forest products (NTFPs) and, increasingly, ecosystems services and new ecosystem 
products ranging from ecotourism to captive-raised parrots, and 3) the commercial 
sophistication and competitiveness of a small percentage that are vertically integrated 
into sawmills, furniture workshops, and plywood factories, some of whom are 
competitive in international markets.  The evolution of these CFEs has permitted, in a 
significant number of cases, the building of assets at the community level, although 
the impact on the household level of asset accumulation is less clear.  Thus, in this 
paper, I will explore the magnitude of Mexican community forestry, its special 
characteristics with reference to common property regimes (CPRs) with a market 
orientation, and its special characteristics with reference to asset building. This paper 
is is drawn from an extensive review of the existing literature on community forest 
management in Mexico in both Spanish and English, ten in-depth case studies of 
community forest enterprises (CFEs) at various levels of industrial integration, and on 
a 130 page report for the Ford Foundation (Bray and Merino 2002). 

The Dimensions of Mexican Community Forests and CFEs 
It is commonly noted that as much as 80% of Mexico’s forests are in the hands of 
ejidos and indigenous communities, two different forms of collective landholdings in 
Mexico.   Although the amount of forests in community hands may not reach 80% 
circumstantial evidence suggests that it is well over 50%.  It has been reported that 
there are between 7-9,000 forest communities, defined as communities that have 
anywhere from large intact forest masses to those with mere scraps of forest 
fragments.    If there are from 7-9,000 forest communities, how many CFEs are there?  
Here, we must distinguish between communities that have logging permits, but where 
the logging is done almost entirely by outside contractors, from CFEs, where 
communities have varying degrees of direct control over the logging process and may 
have varying degrees of vertical integration into sawmills and furniture factories.   
Most official estimates of the number of logging communities do not make any effort 
to distinguish between the two cases.   

Official figures show a range of figures from a low of 288 to a high of 740 (World 
Bank 1995) (Alatorre Frenk 2000).  Piecing together fragments of information from 
various sources for recent years suggest there may be well over 500 communities with 
logging permits.  Of these numbers, to date 33 have been certified by the Forest 
Stewardship Council (FSC) (http://www.fscoax.org/principal.htm “Forests Certified 
by FSC-Accredited Certification Bodies”, accessed 3/8/03). A national study is 
currently underway by an interdisciplinary team, which is intended to establish more 
definitively how many communities with logging permits and how many CFEs 
actually exist in Mexico, suggesting that the higher end figures are correct. 
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These numbers are significant because of the far fewer numbers of communities that 
are managing their forests for the commercial production of timber reported 
elsewhere.  Most of these experiences have emerged only in the last decade, in 
contrast with the Mexican experience, where the first autonomous CFEs emerged in 
the late 1960s (Bray and Merino, 2001).  Eleven communities in Guatemala have been 
certified by the FSC in “community forest concessions” in the Petén, partially 
modeled on the Mexican experience (Gretzinger 1998) (FSC website).  Community 
timber production is also emerging in Peru and Brazil, with an estimated 16 CFEs in 
the Brazilian Amazon (Loayza Villegas and Chota Valera 1996) (d’Oliveira 1998; 
Samantha Stone, personal communication). Cronkleton (Cronkleton 2002) has 
reported that the number of indigenous timber management projects in Bolivia has 
expanded from 9-32 from 1999-2002.  Nolan (2001) reports that eight villages and 59 
hamlets are experimenting with community logging joint Indonesian/German 
development project.  Salafasky, Cauley, et. al  (Salafsky, Cauley et al. 2001) and 
Salafasky, Henderson and Leighton (Salafsky, Henderson et al. 2001) identify several 
additional CFEs worldwide.   

THE MEXICAN COMMON PROPERTY REGIME (CPR) AND CFES 

Some analysts have rather mechanically applied Ostrom’s “design principles” 
(Ostrom 1990) to the Mexican case (Vargas-Prieto 1998), but Mexico actually 
represents what may be a unique case in the common property literature.  While 
Mexico is rich in indigenous forms of common property management, what is unique 
about it is that these indigenous forms were both overlaid and imitated by the massive 
agrarian reforms that came out of the Mexican Revolution in the second decade of the 
20th century.  This agrarian reform had as its principal land tenure expression the 
implementation of two common property forms, the ejido and comunidades indigenas 
(indigenous communities), which came to cover about half of the national territory.   
These land tenure reforms were enshrined in Article 27 of the Constitution 1917, and 
remained unchanged until 1992.  These agrarian reforms created a unique form of 
common property where executive power, acting through a Secretary of Agrarian 
Reform, created corporate entities organized around a community land base and with 
legal, social, and economic dimensions (Ibarra Mendivel 1996).  Thus, ejidos and to 
an extent indigenous communities are thus “subordinated to state controls and 
decisions” (Ibarra Mendivel 1996).   

As a part of neoliberal reforms instituted by Mexican President Carlos Salinas de 
Gortari, the reform of Article 27 in 1992 presented sweeping changes in the ejido 
system, while still retaining state control in reduced ways.  The reforms ended the 
distribution of rural lands, allowed private enterprises, through a mechanism of stocks 
and bonds, to become owners of rural lands, allowed ejidos and communities to 
exercise greater autonomy in their affairs, established new regulations governing use 
of property within the ejidos, and new organisms were established for resolving 
problems (Ibarra Mendivel 1996).  This greater autonomy sanctioned a variety of 
forms of communal management that were both already present and emergent.  Thus, 
the reform to article 27 of the Mexican constitution may be thought of as a form of 
devolution or decentralization of control over natural resources as it is occurring 
elsewhere, but marked by the very particular agrarian history of Mexico, and where 
significant state control is still exerted over the use of natural resources, now less out 
of concern for political control than for environmental protection.  Thus, in an era 
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when many governments are trying to institute new forms of common property, 
Mexico is embarked on a reform, but not dissolution, of probably the only massive 
state-directed effort in the world to create common property within a capitalist 
economy. 

As such, the Mexican case does not fit many of the generalizations in the common 
property literature.  For example, (McKean and Ostrom 1995) argue that “in most 
instances common property regimes seem to have been legislated out of existence”, 
yet in Mexico a massive common property regime was legislated into existence.  
McKean and Ostrom title their article “Common property regimes in the forest: just a 
relic from the past?”, when common property regimes in the forest are the widespread 
legal present in the Mexico, not at all a relic from the past, and has in fact been 
reinforced by the reforms.   Likewise, contemporary common property regimes have 
been characterized as those that have “endured” and those that have “emerged” 
(Arnold 1998) but Mexico is neither.  It represents an on-going, solid and widespread 
institutional reality and what has “emerged” over the last two decades may be thought 
of, in global development terms” as the “second stage” of what common property 
arrangements may lead to in terms of the erection of CFEs on a common property 
base.  It is in this sense that Mexico may be said to be “in the vanguard” or “the face 
of the future” in community forest management globally (Stone and D'Andrea 2001). 

In addition, much of the more informal “institutions-as-rules” approach common in 
the CPR literature (Ostrom 1990) has relatively little applicability to the Mexican case 
where changes in rules of forest management have been driven either by government 
policy and law or by changes emanating from formally constituted grassroots 
organizations.  Thus, some of the “rules” of resource use for Mexican ejidos are found 
in the agrarian laws of Mexico, while changes or additions to these rules are driven by 
training and technical assistance coming through government programs or second-
level community organizations.  In Mexico, formal organizations have been key, 
including both government organizations and formal civil society small farmer 
organizations.  As (Antinori 2000) has noted, “the Mexican agrarian communities are 
formal institutions that are adapting to a new role in resource production, whereas 
much of the common property literature assesses informal institutions not recognized 
by the state apparatus”.  

The Mexican case also highlights the fact that CPR management by local 
communities is almost always seen in the context of subsistence economies, where the 
products are consumed principally by producer households.  As Antinori has also 
pointed out, almost entirely missing from the common property literature is a 
“systematic focus on stakeholders in a common property resource responding to larger 
market opportunities as an alternative source of benefits provided by the common 
property asset” (Antinori 2000) when, in Mexico, there are hundreds of examples of 
this. 

As governments throughout the world have attempted to decentralize the 
administration of forest resources, various practices known as “co-management” and 
“joint management” have emerged (McCay and Acheson 1987), especially in India 
and elsewhere in Asia.  However, the term has usually referred to a mixture of local 
community and state governance over a publicly owned resource.  In Mexico, the 
ejido and indigenous community system, particularly after the reform of Article 27, 
have strengthed the corporate private property aspects of the ejido system.  At the 
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same time, a series of new forest laws and regulations have steadily strengthened the 
presence of the state in the details of forest management (Bray and Merino 2002).  
Thus, the Mexican case may be thought of as a form of  “joint management” or “co-
management”, but on the basis of privately held communal property.  That is, 
Mexican communities manage their forests for timber with many decisions being 
made autonomously, but also under a strong regulatory framework provided by 
Mexican forestry law and the Mexican environmental agency the Secretaria de Medio 
Ambiente y Recursos Naturales (SEMARNAT).   

Arnold (Arnold 1998) has conducted one of the most recent and comprehensive 
reviews of managing forests as common property.  The only references to Mexico in 
the study are of the Plan Piloto Forestal (PPF) in Quintana Roo, and it is described, 
but some of its most salient aspects within the common property are not fully 
delineated.  In a later section, the author concludes that the Quintana Roo case “in 
which local communities are engaged in commercial logging and processing, shows 
that complex processes and sophisticated technologies can be handled at this level, 
given an appropriate institutional framework” (Arnold 1998).  This is one of the 
lessons of the Mexican experience, but the fact that the common property system was 
created by the state early in the 20th century with massive transfers of natural forest 
assets taking place in later periods, and that these are community enterprises based on 
a common property resource is not emphasized for the unique case that it is.  Asia is 
usually considered to contain the most important example of community forest 
management, but they represent very different realities from Mexico.  In Asia, 
community interests in protecting traditional sacred forests, watersheds and 
communal forestlands were in some cases strengthened in recent decades in response 
to increasing pressures on these lands (Arnold 1998).  In other cases these lands have 
been progressively alienated due to the, “ common history of the state exercising 
progressively greater control over forest resources in the 19th century” and recent 
government programs have intervened to try and establish versions of former common 
property arrangements, but now with strong state participation.    

Thus, Arnold argues that traditional common property arrangements have been in 
decline throughout the world.  Recent efforts by the state and local communities have 
emerged to try and counteract this trend by instituting newly constructed common 
property institutions, which may or may not be based on traditional forms in a given 
case, and are focused on non-timber forest products and the regeneration of degraded 
forests, and almost always on government lands.  In this panorama, Mexico presents a 
case where the government instituted and supported a massive state-directed common 
property system, which it has only begun to attempt to reform, but without doing 
away with the essence of communal property.  On this basis there has emerged 
community forest enterprises vigorously engaged in logging and the commercial 
production of timber.    

ASSET-BUILDING AND CPR CFES 

If CFEs based on corporately held common property resources are still unusual in the 
world system, then it is not surprising that there has been little attention to the role of 
the CPR CFEs in asset-building.  The concept of assets has recently been introduced 
in the literature as an alternative means for measuring what influences the low levels 
of income that produce poverty.  While in the U.S. and Europe it had been 
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demonstrated that factors such as education, occupation, gender, years in the labor 
force, work record, and industrial sector influence income levels, recent scholarship 
has sought the relationship between these factors and “wealth” or assets (Oliver and 
Shapiro 1995).  Oliver and Shapiro found that there was a wider gap between blacks 
and whites in the United States in household assets than there was in income, 
suggesting this gap was another significant source of inequality.  The study also 
showed that the assets of black families tend to be concentrated in real estate, while 
the assets of white families are much more diversified, particularly in investment 
instruments (Oliver and Shapiro 1995).  Out of this study came a new interest on the 
part of foundations and public policy to focus on building assets among the poor, not 
just increasing incomes.  

On a more conceptual level, it is worth further defining what constitutes an “asset”.  It 
has been suggested that the relationship between “assets” and “capital” is the same as 
that between “stocks” and “flows” in the common property literature (M. Bhat, 
personal communication)  (McKean 2000).  An “asset” constitutes a financial reserve 
or a good that may not be actively invested, while “capital” suggests something active 
in the market place, an investment being used to create new wealth.  In the same 
sense, a “stock” is potential wealth, wealth in reserve, while the “flow” is the 
realization of that potential wealth. 

While housing may be a key asset for middle-class America, in the case of Mexican 
forest communities the forest itself is clearly the key asset, in this case a “natural 
asset”. Boyce and Shelley ( 2003) have identified three crucial steps in natural asset-
building:  identifying and valuing natural assets, securing access to those assets, and 
managing assets wisely and democratically, and four routes or strategies for achieving 
those steps to natural asset-building: investment, redistribution, internalization, and 
appropriation.  In the case of Mexican community forestry, clearly many of these 
strategies and steps toward natural asset building are in a relatively mature stage.  The 
identification and valuing of timber resources is obvious, communities secured access 
to those assets through 1) a massive redistribution of natural assets in the form of 
forests was undertaken from the private sector and the government to communities by 
the Mexican government (see below) and 2) a political struggle to gain effective 
control over those natural assets in their legal possession.  The next step for the 
communities was to learn how to invest in their forests through better silvicultural and 
other management practices, and to invest in CFEs.  Internalization refers to the 
identification and valuation of benefit streams from the existing asset which had not 
previously been compensated, such as new markets for previously unexploited 
NTFPs, ecosystems services like regulation of hydraulic resources, or “green 
marketing” strategies.  Many Mexican forest communities are currently engaged in 
this process.  The maturation of participatory CFEs is clearly also a major step 
towards managing natural assets wisely and democratically.  As Boyce and Shelley 
(2003) note “Democratic management, combining accountability and transparency, is 
necessary to guard against the use of natural resources so as (to) advance the narrow 
interests of the powerful at the expense of the majority, whether under market-
oriented or statist structures”.  With specific reference to community-based 
institutions as a road to natural asset building, Boyce and Shelley ( 2003) comment, 
“Given the limitations of market-and state-centered strategies, it is tempting to 
embrace community-based institutions as an intermediate “third way”.  To be sure, 
there are circumstances in which local community organizations are both fairer and 
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more efficient than either the market or the state. Yet local communities should not be 
romanticized as homogenous and egalitarian bearers of common values and interests.  
Communities, too, can be sharply divided along class, race, and ethnic lines; and 
where they are relatively homogenous, they can seek to advance their own interest at 
the expense of other communities.  No one institutional model-market, state, or 
community-based-is inherently more democratic than the others, or more effective in 
addressing environmental and economic challenges”.  Yet, in Mexico these caveats 
about the dangers of “community-based institutions” must confront the reality of a 
relatively mature sector of entire communities who own their own natural assets and 
CFEs.  Thus, in Mexico, an intermediate “third way” is relatively well-developed.  

It is useful to apply the concepts of asset-building and natural assets to  community 
forestry in Mexico, although the application forces a transformation of the concept. 
There has been virtually no research on the role of community forestry in building 
household level assets in Mexico, since this would require detailed comparative 
survey research.  But the contemplation of community forestry processes also forces 
us to look at asset building not as something that only takes place at the household 
level, but at the level of an entire community.   When profits from a community 
enterprise are reinvested in new equipment or a diversification of productive 
activities, this increases the assets of the entire community, and of each household, as 
a “shareholder” in the community enterprise.  When profits from the community 
enterprise are used for investing in public goods such as potable water systems and 
clinics, then the assets of each individual household also increase, although again not 
through direct acquisition by the household.  It is through jobs, direct employment in 
the enterprise, and through the profit distribution, or reparto, that cash enters the 
household from the CFE.  It is here, however, where we have very little information 
on the link between these cash inputs into the household and the accumulation of 
household wealth or assets.  In any event, the communitarianism of the Mexican case 
forces a recentering of the analysis on where accumulation of assets may take place.   

Thus, Mexico presents an unusual case of the widespread occurrence of CFEs erected 
on the basis of common pool resources and a state-mandated common property 
regime.  In this section we will explore some of the implications and problems 
associated with community management of enterprises.  We will look at 1) how issues 
of common property stocks and flows in CFEs have been played out, 2) the 
relationship between communities and enterprises, and 3) asset-building in CFEs.  

STOCKS AND FLOWS IN COMMON PROPERTY CFES 

The management of Mexico’s common property forests has resulted in a broad range 
of different organizational forms and rules, which may be conceived as different ways 
of managing both the stocks and flows of the timber resource.  These range from 
arrangements whereby there is extensive individual appropriation of timber to 
situations where the appropriation remains entirely communal, with a range of 
intermediary arrangements, all within common property administrative frameworks. 
Examples culled from the case studies, interviews, and the literature follows: 

• El Balcón (Guerrero).  El Balcon is an example of a CFE erected on the basis of a 
common forest property.  This is the “classic” model which most community 
forestry promotion efforts have been focused upon.  The forest common property 
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is undivided in any way, and a single community enterprise has been formed to 
administer the flow of timber from the resource.  Thus, both the stock and the flow 
are considered as communal property, and the flow is divided only after the sale, 
when it is now in a monetary form. 

• San Juan Nuevo Parangaricutiro (Michoacan).   In San Juan Nuevo (SJN), a CFE 
has been erected on the basis of individually appropriated parcels in the forest.  In 
the 1940s, long before community logging became an option, the forests of SJN 
were parceled out for pine resin extraction, so the forest effectively became 
entirely privatized.  However, beginning in the early 1980s, SJN leaders 
negotiated with the private landholders to get them to agree to follow a 
community management plan and allow the community to log on their lands in 
exchange for being treated as private property holders, through the payment of a 
stumpage fee.  Thus, the stock is privatized for resin appropriation, but 
communalized for the flow of timber.  

• Petcacab (Quintana Roo).  In Petcacab, the forest remains a communal property, 
but the previously existing CFE has been dissolved, and in its place approximately 
10 “work groups” or subcommunal enterprises have been formed.  These work 
group enterprises divide up the annual authorized logging volume on a 
proportional basis.  Thus, the stock is common, but the flow is divided up into a 
number of separate enterprises each composed of community members, under a 
common management plan, but no single enterprise can be regarded as communal. 

• (4 ejidos in the Unión de Ejidos Forestales de Tamaulipas).    In at least four 
ejidos of this organization in the state of Tamaulipas, the forest remains a common 
property, but the flow of timber is divided up in two different forms.  
Approximately half members of the communities divide up the flow of the 
annually authorized volume into individually proportional amounts, which is then 
individually logged, while the remainder of the volume is managed by several 
“work groups” or subcommunal enterprise.  Thus, the stock remains communal, 
but the flow is both individually and work group appropriated, under a common 
management plan. 

• Cuauhtémoc (Quintana Roo).  In this community, which had only minor flows of 
lesser- known tropical species, the entire forest has been internally and informally 
parceled out among the ejidatarios.  Each ejidatario can now individually 
appropriate the timber on his or her land.  However, they still operate under a 
management plan so the authorized flow represented in the management plan is 
still proportionally divided.  Thus, both the stock and the flow have been 
individually appropriated, although still under a common management plan.  The 
individual parcel holders respect the common property management plan with 
respect to how much timber they can harvest on their land, a sort of  sustainable 
logging covenant. 

 
 

This variety of communal management experiences indicates there is no one right 
way to manage a common property forest resource.  There is still a conception, 
however, that the community enterprise model with a communal stock and communal 
flow is the “ideal” type and variations from that ideal type are to be avoided.  
Nonetheless, all of the experiences mentioned above seem to be functioning. Each 
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variant emerged in response to particular problems that particular communities were 
facing, and are creative responses to local problems.   

COMMUNITIES AND ENTERPRISES: THE PERMANENT TENSION   

The relationship between community traditions and CFEs has been described as a 
“permanent tension” (Arzola, Fernández et al. 1993).  It is not surprising that this 
should be so.  There are few models for how a community can successfully a manage 
an enterprise competing in the marketplace, and the Mexican experience has been an 
experiment in progress.   Logging communities in Mexico range from traditional 
indigenous communities with millennial practices to much more recently organized 
mestizo ejidos with fewer communal traditions.   Thus, the exact nature of CFE 
problems will vary across the range.   The notion of communities managing 
enterprises is one on which there is little literature.  Perhaps the closest things to the 
Mexican experience are cooperatives, but cooperatives are almost always associations 
of individuals within many different communities or subgroups within communities; 
they are rarely if ever composed of entire communities as such (Mondragón).  Thus, 
CFEs confront a unique set of problems, some of which are analyzed  below.  As an 
overarching issue, it has been frequently argued that CFEs have a different “logic” 
from capitalist enterprises, as expressed by a community forestry leader, Reynaldo 
López, a former President of UZACHI “Maybe our community enterprise isn’t as 
efficient as a private enterprise.  Well, that’s just how it is.  Our goal is the 
development of the community, and not the enrichment of a few”2 (Gijsbers (ms)). 

Some of the issues which arise in CFEs are listed below, some of which may be 
shared in cooperatives and worker-owned enterprises.   

1. The meshing of the traditional governnance structure with enterprise 
management.  In almost all the Mexican cases, management of the enterprise 
is  initially incorporated into traditional governance structures.  Thus, the 
comisariado may directly administer the enterprise as part of his duties, or 
there may be a separate committee, incorporated into the cargo system or ejido 
committees, where the job of administration is considered an unpaid 
community service.  The demands of administering a market-oriented 
enterprise create new stresses on these traditional roles. 

2. The issue of managerial rotation.  Because governance posts in Mexico 
communities typical change by community vote every three years or less, the 
managerial positions in the CFE also typically change by community vote 
every one to three years. “Typically, the entire management team of the 
communal forestry enterprise changes each year….so while a general 
knowledge of logging techniques and traditions is widespread, comuneros 
rarely get a chance to develop expertise” SEMARNAP, 1997:126).  While 
regarded as an important measure against corruption and centralization of 
powers, it also creates great inefficiencies in enterprise management, with a 
experienced people leaving and inexperienced and sometimes incompetent 

                                                 
2 “Quizas nuestra empresa comunal no es tan eficaz como una empresa particular.  Pues que sea así.  
Nuestra meta es el desarrrollo de la comunidad, segun nuestras costumbres, y no el enriquecimiento de 
algunos” 
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people enter.  This also creates the need, frequently unmet, for permanent 
training structures for the new personnel.  

3. Who is in charge? The community assembly or the enterprise manager?  
Community general assemblies may not understand the technical, financial 
and management issues involved in the CFE, yet they may make key decisions 
on personnel, forest management, and marketing.  Communities may not 
respect the right of their elected manager to manage.  As one community 
authority has noted with respect to his fellow community members , “If you do 
well, they yell at you.  If you do badly, they yell at you”.3 (Alatorre Frenk 
2000). 

4. Labor issues: who has the authority to issue orders to employees?  Who 
determines wage levels and labor policies?.  It is commonly noted that it is 
difficult for CFE managers, who are community members, to issue orders to 
employees, who are also community members.  Community member-
employees will challenge the right of the manager to manage “For example, 
I’m the Forest Foreman-that gives me authority over you-and I yell at you.  
Then, you say to me, Listen, don’t yell at me, this is my enterprise too”.4   In 
addition, the regular attendance in the place of employment required by 
industrial production does not always mesh well with the episodic demands of 
campesino agricultural production. 

5. Financial Management and Business Strategy.  It is commonly noted that 
most forest community General Assemblies see the CFE as a source of jobs 
and profit-sharing and not as an enterprise that must be managed on sound 
business principles if it is to survive.  Thus, many communities set high wages 
and take out all of the profits for distribution or for investment in community 
works, rather than reinvesting in the enterprise, possibly endangering the 
future viability of the enterprise.   

6. Issues of Participation.  General Assemblies are traditionally dominated by the 
most senior members, and young people are not expected to have a role in 
community governance, except for quietly filling the lowest rungs in the cargo 
system.  In the modern context, young people increasingly chafe at their 
marginalization, and many choose the “exit” of migration because of their 
denial of a “voice” in community and CFE administration (Hirschman).  
Traditional communities are gerontocracies and not meritocracies, although 
there are signs this is changing in some cases.   

7. The issue of corruption and mismanagement.  It can be easy for powerful 
figures in the community (commonly known as caciques in Mexico) to carry 
out a “covert privatization” of the enterprise, thus subverting its community 
nature, and effecting an individual appropriation of common pool resources.   

                                                 
3 si hace ben, te gritan, si haces mal, te gritan 

4 “Por ejemplo, soy jefe de monte-que me da autoridad sobre ti-y te estoy gritando, entonces me 
respondes: “Oye, no me grites, porque la empresa tambien es mia”  Gijsbers, W. ((ms)). Manejo 
Forestal en Comunidades Rurales de Oaxaca: Ahora sí hay una idea de sustentabilidad: 55. 
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Most Mexican CFEs struggle with these issues with varying degrees of success and 
failure.   

ARE CFES PROFITABLE?   

There has been a tendency to regard Mexican CFEs as constantly teetering on the 
brink of collapse because of mismanagement, high costs, inefficient industries, and 
exploitation by outside forces..   However, a recent study suggest that most CFEs are 
more financially healthy than has been supposed (Antinori 2000).   It has been argued 
that in a crisis situation, private industry can move its capital to other branches, but 
peasant industries don’t have that choice (Aguilar, Madrid et al. 1990).  However, it 
can also be argued that in a time of crisis the peasant industry can simply sit on its 
natural asset, exploiting other means of subsistence, while the crisis passes. CFEs 
have a great advantage of owning a valuable debt-free natural resource-their forest. It 
can also choose to devolve to lower levels of integration.  Four out of 17 stumpage 
communities in a Oaxaca study were communities that once had sawmills, but gave it 
up to become more specialized roundwood producers again (Antinori 2000).  

In addition to their ownership of the natural asset, the traditional governance matrix of 
CFE administration can also bring about cost savings.  For example a 1990-1991 
comparison of costs between communal and private enterprises in the Sierra Juárez, 
showed communal costs to be much lower (138,453 pesos per M3 vs 193,493 pesos 
per M3) mostly because of administrative costs.  The communities didn’t factor in 
depreciation and reinvestment, but they had significantly lower administrative costs 
because of the cargo system, as well as the geographic proximity of sawmills to 
timber production areas, creating transportations costs lower than those of private 
industry (Aguilar, Madrid et al. 1990). 

Antinori has carried out the first comprehensive survey of profitability in four 
categories of CFEs and her findings are in Table I below.  
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 Stumpage 
Communities 

Roundwood 
Communities

Sawmill 
Communities 

Finished Products 
Communities 

 
Profit from Sales 
 

573,549 1,688,274 3,020,021 9,578,861 

Salaries 
 

1,440 406,718 306,388 774,227 

Total Costs 
 

304,125 1,010,740 1,462,620 1,462,620 

Profits 
 

311,386 870498 1,557,401 3,056,819 

Percentage of profits over 
sales  (%) 
 

54% 52%  52%  32% 

Percentage paid in 
Salaries (%) 
 

10 44 29 28 

 

Table I: Costs and Benefits in 42 CFEs in Oaxaca-1998 (in 
Pesos) 

Source: adapted from Antinori, 2000: 167

 
As the table indicates the finished products group has the largest average profits, 
presumably due to the value added that comes from sawmill and other processing 
operations. The roundwood group pays the highest percentage of their costs in salaries 
and the stumpage group the lowest, since many labor costs for the stumpage group are 
paid directly by contractors. The most striking finding, based on calculations from the 
Antinori data, is that the net percentage profits for the four categories is 54% for 
stumpage communities, 52% for roundwood communities, 52% for sawmill 
communities and 32% for finished products communities.  It should be noted that 
these calculations do not include depreciation and that some of the data is based on 
direct examination of the books while in other cases it is based on interviews with 
community authorities, so there could be some margin of error (C. Antinori, personal 
communication.)    Nonetheless, the findings are highly suggestive.  It would appear, 
that even making adjustments for error, that CFEs are on average highly profitable.  
This new perspective on CFE profitability also suggests why it is that so few CFEs 
ever seem to go out of business entirely, when it is unusual for high percentages of 
small companies in any sector to survive.  In 1995, 168,153 new businesses were 
started in the United States and 43% of them failed (Stuart, 2000).   Although the 
percentage of start-up CFEs that have failed is not known, it would appear to be far 
below 43%.   

DISTRIBUTION OF BENEFITS AND ASSET-BUILDING IN CFES:  
CAPITAL INVESTMENT, SOCIAL INVESTMENT, AND REPARTO 

If CFEs are profitable, what is the basis of this profitability and what do they do with 
their profits? Clearly the most important natural asset that forest communities have is 
the forest itself.  The communities came into these natural assets because of 
government land distribution policies stemming from the Mexican Revolution.  What 
is less commonly recognized is that these policies effected massive transfers of 
natural assets from the state to communities in relatively recent times, highly unusual 
in a global context.   Klooster ( Forthcoming) suggests that a particularly large-scale 
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transfer took place between 1950 and 1980.  By 1950 official figures suggest that 
ejidos and communities owned 23% of all forest lands.  By 1980, this figure had 
jumped to between 65-80%, depending on the source (J.M Torres, personal 
communication).  Thus, around half of all forest assets in community hands were 
acquired in the 1950-1980 period.  The early 1970s appears to have been a 
particularly active time.  This is when, for example, El Balcón received its 
commercial forest and when a huge private estate was broken up and handed over to 
communities in Chihuahua.   This massive transfer clearly laid the groundwork for the 
emergence of Mexico’s strong CFE sector.  Although not conceived as a forest policy, 
it was possibly the most effective forest policy for empowerment of local 
communities that any nation has pursued in contemporary times.  As was discussed in 
the introduction, there are three crucial steps in natural asset-building:  identifying and 
valuing natural assets, securing access to those assets, and managing assets wisely and 
democratically.  The Mexican government identified and valued the natural assets, 
even while handing the forest over to communities, but “partially expropriating” them 
by denying the commnity’s management rights and giving them out in concessions.  
The communities then had to embark on a political struggle through grassroots 
mobilization and legal means to secure access to the forest resources, and are now 
well launched on the unending process of learning how to manage them 
democratically and wisely. 

The democratic and wise management of natural assets through CFEs involves many 
decisions and struggles over the distribution of the stocks and flows, particularly 
financial flows.  The distribution of the benefits that flow from the CFEs can be 
categorized as 1) employment and wages, 2) capital investments in the enterprise, 3) 
social investments, both in community infrastructure and social welfare programs, and 
4) profit-sharing (generally termed in Mexico reparto “distribution” or utilidades 
“profits).  Each of these will be examined in general terms for their contribution to 
asset building.  The challenge for the communities is to “distribute the surplus and 
achieve a certain equilibrium between communal interest, consumption, (and) family 
and individual interests” (Alatorre Frenk 2000).  We will now examine each of the 
benefit flows in turn. 

Employment and Wages 
There are many observations in the literature on the impact of Mexican CFEs on 
employment and wages in individual communities, most of it anecdotal.  The number 
of jobs generated varies in line with the size of the enterprise.   At one extreme, there 
appear to be “full employment” CFEs where nearly everyone in the community who 
wants a job in the CFE can get one,  and this occurs in communities of greatly varying 
sizes.  For example, both San Juan Nuevo, with some 900 full-time employees and 
Rosario del Xico in Veracruz with 24 employees reportedly employee nearly 
everyone in the community who wants a job.  At another extreme, there are reports of 
stumpage communities where almost no community member is employed in forest 
extraction, where only the rents from forest ownership are realized.  Most 
communities are in between.  Noh Bec in Quintana Roo, has 216 ejidatarios and 
generates 33 permanent full-time posts and another 130 jobs which are nearly full-
time.   Nuevo Zoquiapam, in Oaxaca, gives employment for 6-8 months to half of its 
community members, and has four year round jobs (Merino Pérez 2000).   In San 
Miguel Peras about about half of the community received an average of $205 dollars a 
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year (possibly 1-2 months income) from CFE employment (Klooster 1997).   In 
Pueblos Mancomunados in Oaxaca, 150 people have full employment of for 7 
months, and 50 the rest of the time.  

Anecdotal evidence also suggests that most communities pay substantially more than 
the prevailing local rural wages. There are also reports of communities like La 
Trinidad in Oaxaca, where the daily wage only matches the local agricultural wage, 
plus you have to provide your own food.  However, the jobs are still considered to be 
relatively attractive since they are continuous for many months, while agricultural 
jobs are highly episodic (Alatorre Frenk 2000).    In some communities, CFEs are 
considered less important for job generation than as a source of communal funds for 
social investments.  In Calpulalpam in Oaxaca, for example, only 10% of the 
comuneros work in the CFE but it generates substantial funds for community social 
infrastructure (Alatorre Frenk 2000).  Tensions over wage policy have also been 
reported.  Some communities prefer to pay by volume produced, which encourages 
productivity, while others pay a set daily wage, which leads some workers to reduce 
productivity (Alatorre Frenk 2000). 

Antinori (Antinori 2000) has also thrown light on the issues of wage policies and 
employment in CFEs in her sample of 42 communities.  In her sample, the number of 
community members receiving income from the CFE on a regular basis were 15% in 
stumpage communities, 17% in roundwood communities, 19% in sawmill 
communities, and 26% in finished product communities.  This highlights that most 
CFEs can only generate employment for a reduced percentage of the total work force 
in the community.  On the other hand, without CFEs, there would normally be 
extremely few wage labor opportunities within the community, particularly at 
relatively good wages.  Her study also showed that the stumpage group has largest 
percentage of outside workers, probably both because of lack of interest in the 
community and because contractors bring their own laborers.  Another figure also 
suggests that the 26% employment may, in some cases, begin to exhaust the 
community labor supply that wants to work in the CFE, since 63% of the finished 
products communities hire outside workers compared to 11% of the sawmill 
communities (Antinori 2000).  

Social Investments 
Many communities invest significant percentages of the profits in community works 
in two categories 1) community physical infrastructure and 2) social welfare benefits.  
In both cases, CFE are creating public goods that would normally be the responsibility 
of government.  There are many accounts in the literature of communities 
constructing or reconstructing churches, municipal buildings, auditoriums, public 
lighting, potable water systems, clinics, schools, and reserve funds for maintenance.  
There are no studies that quantify the value of these social investments, but clearly 
there has been a very important accumulation of community assets through these 
investments.  For example, San Pedro el Alto in Oaxaca generates an estimated one 
million dollars annually in profits, 60% of which is invested in the community 
(Merino, ms). 

Most of the more integrated and prosperous CFEs support various fringe benefits and 
social welfare payments for community members.  When a worker is sick, the CFE 
pays the lost salary. When a worker is killed, the CFE pays funeral costs and an 
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indemnity equivalent to about two years salary.  In both Noh Bec and Naranjal in 
Quintana Roo, the CFE covers medical costs of workers and their families, while Noh 
Bec and many other communities also give modest old age pensions. In El Balcón the 
community currently supports some 20 widows with $1,500 Mexican pesos (around 
$150) monthly as well as 15 retirement pensions at 2,000 Mexican pesos (around 
$200) a month each.   There is also complete medical coverage for both ejidatarios 
and non-ejidatarios, with vouchers given for a doctor in the nearby town (Bray and 
Merino 2002). The Antinori study found that all 42 communities in Oaxaca channel 
funds to social services but that the “degree of social giving does not follow a clear 
pattern across types, reflecting the general civic role of forestry production” (Antinori 
2000). It also found that in the stumpage communities, infrastructure, the buyer 
frequently built public works as part of the contract, most commonly churches 
(Antinori 2000). 

Reparto (Profit Distribution) 
Finally, communities may decide to distribute all profits on a proportional basis to all 
registered community members, perhaps only retaining a small percentage for the 
Comisariado for ejido administration expenses, but channeling nothing or virtually 
nothing into either community infrastructure assets or in reinvestment in the enterprise 
(Bray ms).  It appears that complete distribution of profits is more common in 
communities with smaller volumes of timber, where poverty is greater, where the 
community may not trust the authorities to invest in community infrastructure, and 
where proceeds are so small that it is difficult to capitalize the CFE using them.   A 
series of observations on levels of repartos in individual forest communities suggest 
that they may range in significance anywhere from less than one months average 
income to full average annual incomes, with perhaps the average falling in the 1-3 
months salary range, clearly an important income supplement for many small farmer 
families.  In San Pedro el Alto, which also invests in its enterprise, the annual reparto 
is around 1,000 dollars a year. 

Repartos, as well as income from employment in CFEs may contribute to the 
accumulation of assets at the household level, although there have not been any 
studies to document this.  In the United States, it has frequently been noted that the 
single most valuable physical asset is the home, usually accounting for a large 
percentage of personal wealth.  While this may be true to a degree in rural Mexico, 
expectations and cultural norms tend to reduce major investments in housing.  
Increased income is more likely to be spent to increase consumption of basic 
necessities and the education of children.  Given that repartos appear to be more 
common in poorer communities, this makes it even more likely than the income does 
not serve to build significant household assets.  Even more discouraging, there are 
anecdotal reports from many forest communities, but particularly from Quintana Roo, 
that repartos are frequently treated as windfalls used to finance drinking binges on the 
part of the men.  This would appear to defeat much of the income-generating rationale 
for CFEs, and would probably require intensive social service interventions to begin 
to turn around.  There is no data on just how widespread this problem is, but it is a 
serious one that deserves more attention. 

Capital assets 
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There are few figures available on capitalization and assets of Mexican CFEs.  On the 
other hand, there are many accounts in the literature that indicate that CFE vertical 
integration has been largely financed out of profits.  Many of the histories of the early 
days of CFEs mention how they were able to buy their first skidders, trucks and 
extraction equipment from the proceeds from the first year or two logging.  Some 
were then quickly able to finance sawmills as well, sometimes with combinations of 
enterprise and public funding.  The leading vertically integrated CFEs have 
accumulated very substantial assets, as some of the case studies have shown.  San 
Juan Nuevo had no reliable estimate on the total value of their productive assets, but 
they generate 5.5-6 million dollars a year in sales.  El Balcón’s fixed capital assets are 
reported to be around 4.2 million dollars.  At another extreme, Calpulalpam in 
Oaxaca, with an annual harvest of around 1,500 M3, compared to El Balcon’s 42,000 
M3, only has around 100,000 dollars in capital assets, although it has invested 
substantial profits in community infrastructure. 

It would take more intensive household surveys in CFE communities to establish how 
much the income generated from forest related activities contributes to asset-building 
at the household level.  At the lower end, the income flow helps to reduce absolute 
poverty, and at the upper end it greatly increases the cash flow available to the 
household, and likely some of it is invested in durable assets from tangibles such as 
housing and household appliances, to intangibles such as education.  But where asset-
building most clearly occurs is at the level of capital asset building in the enterprise, 
which helps build employment and income security, a key component of household 
asset-building, and at the community level, where community assets increase the 
quality of life in forest communities.    

CONCLUSIONS      

There are many lessons that can be learned from the Mexican experience and Bray 
and Merino (Bray and Merino 2002) list 25 of them.  However, for our purposes here, 
the three most important lessons learned are listed below. 

1. The devolution of public and private forestlands to local communities with 
common pool resource regimes and clear tenure status CAN create economic 
equity, social peace and justice, democratization of power, and improved forest 
ecosystem management.  Mexico is a unique historical case that may prove the 
hypothesis that delivering forests to local communities will bring a wide range of 
benefits.   Mexico may be unique in the political process, a major agrarian 
revolution early in the 20th century, that eventually effected a massive transfer of 
forest assets to local communities, but less dramatic efforts are now underway 
globally. 

2. Mexican CFEs represent a unique global case, where hundreds of communities are 
managing common property forests for the commercial production of timber.  As 
such, it is a model for many other developing country forest communities.   This 
model can be viewed as a form of co-management on privately held communal 
lands, in a common property form that is neither declining nor emergent, but is a 
decades-old persisting form of state rural administration. Mexico is a global 
model, and in this sense is the “face of the future” in community forest 
management.  Emerging CFEs in Clayquot Sound in Vancouver and elsewhere are 
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beginning to face many of the same problems with which Mexican CFEs have 
grappled for decades.  Mexico demonstrates that local communities can master 
complex industrial processes and produce for the market with the right support.   

3. The strength of CFEs in Mexico shows that assets can be accumulated at the 
community level, and not just at the household level, and that these assets likely 
increase individual welfare though improved community infrastructre. There is 
substantial evidence that community-level assets, where each family may be 
regarded as shareholder, have substantially increased due to CFEs.  There is no 
direct evidence that CFEs serve to help in the accumulation of assets at the 
household level.  In the best cases, increased flows of income may be invested in 
the consumption of education.   
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